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Used in conjunction with the PMI PMBOK Guide -- Fifth Edition (2013) , this concise study guide

presents all the fundamental knowledge, concepts, exercises, practice questions, and simulated

exams needed to prepare for and successfully pass the Certified Associate in Project Management

(CAPM) Exam on your first try. It is also a valuable desk reference that project team members can

use to improve their effectiveness and a good resource for anyone considering a career in project

management. Readers will have free web-based access for 45 days to over 1000 questions

including hundreds of situational questions, enabling users to perform practice tests by simulating

actual 150-question exams and arrange questions by knowledge area. (Note: This access begins

when you register for the test bank, not when you purchase the book.) KEY FEATURES: --Provides

free online access to over 1000 questions enabling you to perform practice tests by each of the 10

knowledge areas and/or simulate actual 150 question exams, with incorrect answer feedback 

--Contains a pre-assessment test to help you develop a focused study plan and manage your time

effectively and a post-assessment test to evaluate your readiness for the actual exam --Uses a

sample project case study throughout to demonstrate how to apply tools and techniques covered in

the PMBOK Guide and exercises to further develop your knowledge and competency --Presents

key definitions and tips to improve your understanding, and sample end-of-chapter CAPM exam

questions and answers  --WAV offers a flashcard study aid of key terms and concepts, a self-study

exercise on understanding the interdependencies of all 47 processes defined in the PMBOK Guide,

a case study answer key, and a training aide for better understanding process interdependencies --

available from the Web Added Value Download Resource Center at jrosspub.com
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Achieve CAPM Exam Success covers the concepts in easy-to-understand language, the case

studies are excellent, and the sample test questions provide readers with an accurate

understanding of their grasp of the material. Anyone hoping to go to the exam fully prepared should

get this book. --Catherine Pinkas, MBA, PMPCore Performance has been a leading PMI education

provider for over a decade. This CAPM study guide will help you gain the knowledge and

confidence to succeed with your exam. We highly recommend it! --Cynthia West, VP, Project

InsightCore Performance has been a leading PMI education provider for over a decade. This CAPM

study guide will help you gain the knowledge and confidence to succeed with your exam. We highly

recommend it! --Cynthia West, VP, Project Insight

Used in conjunction with PMI's PMBOK Guide Fifth Edition (2013), this concise study guide

presents all the fundamental knowledge, concepts, exercises, practice questions, and simulated

exams needed to prepare for and successfully pass the CAPM exam on your first try. However, this

book is much more than a study guide, it is a valuable desk reference that project team members

can use to improve their effectiveness and contribution to the success of a project, and it is also a

good resource for those considering a career in project management.  Key Features  Provides free

online access to over 900 questions enabling you to perform practice tests by each of ten

knowledge areas and/or simulate actual 150 question exams, and receive feedback on incorrect

answers Contains a pre-assessment test to help you develop a focused study plan and manage

your time effectively and a post-assessment test to evaluate your readiness for the actual CAPM

exam Uses a sample project throughout to demonstrate how to apply tools and techniques covered

in the PMBOK Guide and exercises to further develop your knowledge and competency Presents

key definitions and tips to improve your understanding and sample CAPM exam questions and

answers at the end of each chapter  WAV Offers a case study answer key and a study aid to help in

understanding the 47 processes, inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs, as well as the

interdependencies between each process across all of the 10 knowledge areas available from the

Web Added Value Download Resource Center at www.jrosspub.com



I wish I could give this zero stars... The answers to the questions found in the book are incorrect...

How the heck am I supposed to study with something like this? Also, still cannot log onto their

so-called on-line content. What a waste of money. I wish the publisher would answer my email.

This book was necessary to take the CAPM, but make sure you study. Its a hard test.

Outstanding content and presentation. Use for content learning and test prep.

Perfect

Passed the exam first try.

I have been teaching a variety of Project Management classes for several years and have over

thirty years experience as a Project Manager achieving the PMP certification ten years ago. I have

seen other study guides that were not nearly as comprehensive as this excellent study guide by the

staff of Core Performance Concepts who also are also recognized for their excellent courseware.

The study guide content is very well organized covering key knowledge areas which you would

expect but also include a very unique chapter with Study Tips and an Assessment Exam that

elevate this study guide from others. A major difference with this study guide is in providing key

information needed for the CAPM exam, such as CAPM Exam Specifics, Study Tips, Exam Tips,

Time Management During the Exam, FAQs About the Exam, even Memorization Tips for

Performance Domains, Process Groups, Knowledge Areas, and Processes. The illustrations

provided in each chapter are clear and concise providing the exact kind of assistance needed for an

improved chance of passing the CAPM test. Comprehensive exercises for each area and sample

CAPM Exam sample questions on each major subject are very helpful in transferring the knowledge

necessary for the exam. Anyone desiring to acquire the best assistance they can to pass PMI's

CAPM Exam would not be making a mistake in purchasing this study guide.

excellent resource not only to prepare for the CAPM exam but a great guide to begin your career as

a project manager. this book is structured like PMBOK but simplifies the language to make it easier

to understand. but my favorite part is the online simulation exams which are very similar to the real

CAPM exam. it was beneficial that the questions are random and change everytime you retake the

tests so that you are not memorizing the questions but rather, grasping the concepts. I highly



recommend it and attribute this book towards helping me pass the CAPM exam!

I received a complimentary copy of the Achieve CAPM Exam Success 2nd Edition to review. This is

an excellent resource guide that provides key tips and points to help you pass the CAPM exam.

Because, each chapter contains exercises, case studies and sample exam questions to test your

comprehension of each of the PMBOK Knowledge areas. In addition, there are answers and

reference points back to the PMBOK Guide Fifth Edition from the exercises and sample questions

completed. Finally, I really liked the online test bank to test your overall comprehension and provide

yourself a good pulse on your ability to pass the CAPM test! I plan on using this guide as a

day-to-day reference in making sure that I am a consistent project manager utilizing the inputs,

outputs, tools and techniques outlined within PMBOK.Lisa Dutkowsky, RN, PMP
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